RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE PAYMENT FROM 1994 APPROPRIATIONS OF THE BURIAL ASSISTANCE OF P5,000.00 DUE THE FAMILIES OF THE LATE VETERANS EMILIO M. VILLATURA, ALEJANDRO J. SALAZAR AND ROSALIA A. VELASQUEZ.

WHEREAS, under Resolution No.16, dated Feb. 11, 1994, the Honorable Body authorized the payment of burial assistance of P5,000.00 each to the families of the late veterans Emilio M. Villatura, Alejandro J. Salazar and Rosalia A. Velasquez, all of whom died in 1993;

WHEREAS, in order that the payment thereof may be properly effected, the Municipal Treasurer manifested to the Honorable Body of the need for authorization to pay the same out of 1994 appropriations considering that these obligations were not included in the certified payables as of year-end 1993; now, therefore, after due deliberation, on motion of Kagawad Norato J. Maliksi, duly seconded, be it, AS IT IS HEREBY

RESOLVED by the Sangguniang Bayan of Bacoor, Province of Cavite, in regular session assembled, to authorize, as it hereby does authorize, the payment from 1994 appropriations of the burial assistance of P5,000.00 each due the families of the late veterans Emilio M. Villatura, Alejandro J. Salazar and Rosalia A. Velasquez;

RESOLVED, further, to furnish with copies of this Resolution the Honorable Municipal Mayor, the Municipal Budget Officer, the Municipal Treasurer and others concerned, for their information and guidance.

APPROVED UNANIMOUSLY.

I hereby certify to the truth and correctness of the foregoing Resolution.

[Signature]

Cecilia Buhain
Vice-Mayor

Presiding Officer

ATTENDED:

[Signature]

Dioscoro Bernado
Temporary Secretary to the Sangguniang

APPROVED:

Vicente R. Miranda
Municipal Mayor